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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

All references in this brief to the record on appeal are designated by the

symbol "R' followed by the page range [R. l. A11 references to the trial

transcript are designated by the symbol "T" followed by the page range [T. I.
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INTRODUCTION

This is not an appeal from a "simple mortgage foreclosure action,,' Rather,

this is the consequence ofa litigant who fails to properly plead how it has authority

to sue, bolsters those allegations by sworn statements made under penalty of

perjury, refuses to provide discovery which would reveal the true nature it was

suing under, and then when confronted with these inconsistencies attrial, run from

its allegations and swom statements because a homeowner was living "rent free."

In sumo the litigation below is a microcosm of how the actions of foreclosing

plaintiffs have wrecked havoc on the circuit courts ofour State.

American Home Mortgage Servicing, Inc., a Maryland corporation

("AHMSI - Maryland") instituted this action against 80-year old homeowner Lucy

Bednarek ("Ms. Bednarek"). AHMSI - Maryland pled not once, but twice, that it

had instituted the action as the "owner and holder" of the note and mortgage and

backed this statement by a swom affidavit. It also refused to provide any

discovery whatsoever that it was prosecuting this action on behalf of anyone other

than itself.

When a trial on the merits occurred, however, AHMSI - Maryland did a

complete about-face and alleged, for the first time, that it was prosecuting this

action not on its own behalf, but on behalf of a "secwitized trust" that owned and

held the debt. Its witness testified that not only had that trust gained constructive
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possession of the note and mortgage immediately after the loan had closed, but that

AHMSI - Maryland never even received physical possession of the note.

Rightfully convinced at the close of this testimony that no reasonable view of the

evidence could result in a judgment in AHMSI - Maryland's favor, the leamed

trial judge properly dismissed the action for lack of standing.

To add to the chaos that AHMSI - Maryland created below, this appeal was

not even taken up by it. Rather, American Home Mortgage Servicing, Inc., a

Delaware corporation C'AHMSI - Delaware") took it upon itself to appeal the

dismissal entered against AHMSI - Maryland even though AHMSI - Delaware

was never made a party to the proceedings below. Like its brethren AHMSI -
Maryland did below, AHMSI - Delaware attempts to distract this court from the

true issues of this case by casting the action as a "simple mortgage foreclosure."

Perhaps nowhere is this attempt to distort the issues more apparent than in the first

footrote of the non-party AHMSI - Delaware's brief which asserts, without any

factual support in the record, that a second mortgage exists on the property which

has been in arrears since 2007.

Nevertheless, when AHMSI - Delaware,s misapplication of the law and

alteration ofthe issues is cast aside, it is clear that the trial court arrived at the only

conclusion it could reach: dismissal. Therefore, the judgment entered by the trial

court should be affirmed.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS

In its initial complaint for foreclosure of a mortgage and re-establishment of

a lost, stolen, or destroyed promissory note, AHMSI - Maryland alleged that it was

entitled to a judgment of foreclosure because it "owned and held" the sudect

promissory note and mortgage. [R. l]. Thereafter, AHMSI - Maryland filed an

amended complaint which once again alleged that it "owned and held the subject

note and mortgage. [R. 123].' Both of these allegations were reinforced by a

sworn statement made by an alleged AHMSI - Maryland employee who averred,

under penalty of perjury, that AHMSI - Maryland was "the owner and holder of

that certain mortgage and note given by [Ms.] Bednarek." [R. 230].

During the course of the litigation, Ms. Bednarek sought certain discovery

from AHMSI - Maryland with specific regard to its allegation that it was the

"owner and holder" of the note and mortgage including any documents that would

t Like the initial complaint, the amended complaint also included a count for'te-
establishment" of a supposedly lost or destroyed note. This count was later
voluntarily "dismissed" by AHMSI - Maryland in 2009. tR. 2061. putting aside
that in 2009 plaintiffs could not voluntarily dismiss less than all causes of actions,
see e.g. Desert Ranches ofFlorida, Inc. v. Bowman, 340 So. 2d L232, 1233 (Fla.
4ft DCA 1976), AHMSI - Maryland wasted precious judicial resources on this
inappropriately pled count and the inconsistent allegations contained therein.
Incidentally, this waste of judicial resources on these inappropriately pled "lost
note" counts was one of the major reasons the Florida Supreme court amended

f la. R, civ. P. I .1 10(b) to require verification of mortgage forecrosure complaints
involving residential real property. In re Amend. to Frorida Rures of civ. pro., 44
So. 3d 555, 556 (Fla. 2010).
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show that the debt had been transferred to any party. [T. 96 at 4-14]. Despite the

fact that AHMSI - Maryland was not the originating lender, and apparently to

enhance its claim that it was the sole owner and holder of the debt, AHMSI -
Maryland responded that no such documents existed. [T. 96 at 13-14].

After Ms. Bednarek filed her amended answer which included affirmative

defenses questioning AHMSI - Maryland's standing and its right to sue as the real

party in interest, lF.. 2741, this action was set for a hial. [R. 297]. AHMSI -
Maryland filed a wiuress and exhibit list; neither list contained any witnesses or

exhibits which would contradict its allegation that it was the owner and holder of

the note and mortgage. tR. 3061.

Nevertheless, at the trial on the merits AHMSI - Maryland's sole witness,

Crystal Kearse ("Kearse']), dropped a bombshell on Ms. Bednarek and the trial

court: AHMSI - Maryland was not the owner and holder of the debt but merely

the "seryicer." lT. 25 at 19-231. Additionally, Kearse's initial testimony

established that: (1) she was actually an employee of the non-party to this action

[T. 8 at 9-1a]; Q) that she had absolutely no idea how the records of AHMSI -
Maryland were maintained [T. 14 at 23-25 and T. 15 at 1]; and (3) she had no

personal knowledge whatsoever of the business activities of AHMSI - Maryland

[T. l5 at 15-19].
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Nevertheless, Kearse went on to testiff that Deutsche Bank (,,Deutsche

Bank" or "trustee") was the owner and holder of the note and mortgage [T, 19 at 6-

8l and that BB&T held physical possession of the note on behalf of Deutsche

Bank. [T. 20 at l-2]. Additionally, Kearse's testimony explained that the note and

mortgage had been o'securitized" immediately after the loan closed lT.23 ar l0-l2l

and that Deutsche Bank was actually the trustee of this "securitized" pool of notes

andmortgages. [T. 86 at2l-251.

Despite not listing these documents on the witress list and refusing to

provide any documents when Ms. Bednarek requested them during discovery,

Kearse attempted to provide testimony regarding an alleged ',pooling and

servicing" agreement ("PSA") [T. 56 at 23-251 and, an alleged "power of atrorney"

("POA") lT.57 at 57-58 and T. 58 at l-21. Neither the PSA nor the POA were

admitted into evidence and therefore neither document makes up the record on

appeal.

When Kearse attempted to testiSr that the contents of the neither produced

nor introduced PoA permitted it to foreclose on behalf of the kustee, the trial court

rightly sustained Ms. Bednarek's objection to this testimony. [T. 6l at 8-14].

Additionally, Ms. Bednarek objected, to testimony regarding the pSA on best

evidence and hearsay grounds. [T. 85 at 17-22]. The trial court also sustained this

objection and therefore testimony regarding the contents of the psA, like
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testimony regarding the contents of the POA, were properly excluded and do not

make up the record on appeal: [T. 88 at 25 -T.89 at l-4, T. 90 at 5-8].

At the conclusion of this testimony, and because AHMSI - Maryland was

unable to produce any admissible evidence that it either held the note at the

inception of the action or that it was authorized by Deutsche Bank to sue on the

hust's behalf, the trial court involuntarily dismissed the action for lack ofstanding.

[T.98 at 24-25,T.99 atl-4].

Thereafter a non-parly to this action, AHMSI - Delaware, filed a notice of

appeal. [R. 315]. However, since AHMSI - Delaware never sought nor was

granted either a motion to substitute as party plaintiff or a motion to intervene, it

remains a non-party to the action below and therefore lacks standing to pursue this

appeal.

STANDARD OTREYIEW

"The standard of review on appeal of a trial court's ruling at a bench trial on

a motion for involuntary dismissal is the same as the test used by the trial court in

ruling on a directed verdict at a jury trial; a motion for directed verdict should be

granted when there is no reasonable evidence upon which a jury could legally

predicate a verdict in favor of the non-moving party.,' Tyliruki v. Klein

Automotive, Inc.,37 Fla. L. WeeklyD1350a (Fla. 3d DCA20I2). Thus, on appeal

of a judgment entered after a bench trial, while the parties axe entitled to de novo
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review of the trial court's legal rulings, an appellate court is bound by the trial

court's findings of fact where competent, substantial evidence supports the

findings. Id. (citing Craigside, LLC v. GDC View, LLC,74 So.3d 1087 (Fla. tst

DCA 2011).

Additionally, "a trial judge's ruling on the admissibility of evidence will not

be disturbed absent an abuse ofdiscretion." Carpenter v. State,785 So. 2d lll2,

1201 (Fla. 2001). Likewise, a trial court's ruling on a motion to amend is subject

to the abuse of discretion standard. See Life Gen. Sec. Ins. Co. v. Moral,667 So.

2d967,969 (Fla. 4th DCA 1996).

ST]MMARY OT'ARGI]MENT

The trial court properly dismissed AHMSI - Maryland's action because it

failed to introduce even the semblance of admissible evidence which would entitle

it standing to foreclose the mortgage. Specifically, Kearse's testimony at trial was

explicitly clear that AHMSI - Maryland was not the holder of the note at the

inception ofthe action. To be sure, the evidence presented at trial established that

at the time the lawsuit was filed, Deutsche Bank, as trustee for a securitized pool of

mortgages and promissory notes, was the owner and constructive holder of the debt

while BB&T was the physical holder of the note. viewed in best light to AHMSI

- Maryland, the evidence presented suggested that AHMSI - Maryland was merely

the agent of Deutsche Bank. Howevero when AHMSI - Maryland failed to
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introduce any evidence other than its own swom statements and allegations that it

was authorized to sue on Deutsche Bank's behalf, the trial judge properly

dismissed the action as required by precedential Florida law.

Additionally, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in sustaining the

objections to Kearse's testimony. This is because the entire basis for this wifiress's

testimony was the PSA and POA which were both properly excluded from

evidence. The PSA, which was never produced or introduced at the trial below,

was properly excluded on best evidence and hearsay grounds. Likewise, the POA,

which AHMSI - Maryland also never attempted to enter into evidence and which

also does not appear in.the record on appeal, was properly excluded on hearsay

grounds.

There was also no abuse of discretion in the trial court's denial of AIIMSI -
Maryland's motion to amend to "conforrn to the evidence." This motion was

rightfully denied because by waiting hours into a four-and-a-halfyear old case to

asSert that it was prosecuting the action on behalf of Deutsche Bank, AHMSI -
Maryland clearly abused the privilege of amending. Moreover, because the

contents of both the PSA and the POA were properly excluded by the trial court,

there was no "evidence" which the pleadings could be "conformed" to. Lastly,

because AHMSI - Maryland failed to engage in good faith discovery and

intentionally withheld this information from Ms. Bednarek during the course of the
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litigation regarding the proposed amendment years before the arnendment was

even made, Ms. Bednarek would have been severely prejudiced had the trial court

granted the motion.

Finally, the named appellant of this appeal, AHMSI - Delaware, lacks

standing to invoke the jurisdiction of this Court. AHMSI - Delaware was a non-

party to the action below as the named plaintiff was AHMSI - Maryland.

Additionally, the non-party AHMSI - Delaware never sought, nor was granted, the

right to either substitute as party-plaintiff or intervene. Without an order so

allowing, AHMSI - Delaware is aoostranger to the record" and this appeal should

be dismissed,

ARGUMENT

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY DISMISSED TIIE ACTION
FOR LACK OF'STANDING

The trial court's order involuntarily dismissing the action should be affirmed

because AHMSI * Maryland presented absolutely no reasonable evidence upon

which a fact-finder could legally predicate a judgment in its name.

To begin, Kearse's testimony was clear that AHMSI - Maryland never held

either constructive or physical possession of the note. Therefore, AHMSI *

Maryland did not have standing at the inception of the action as required by the

controlling case law the trial judge correctly followed at the trial.

I
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Additionally, because this was a o'securitization" case (which AHMSI -
Maryland disclosed for the first time at trial), AHMSI - Maryland was required to

present some admissible evidence other than its own statement that the kustee had

joined in or ratified its actions. When AHMSI - Maryland failed to do this, the

only proper course the trial court could take was dismissal of the action.

A. Kearse's testimony established that AHMSI - Maryland was
never the holder of the note.

Viewing her testimony in best light to AHMSI - Maryland, the AHMSI -
Maryland witness Kearse testified that BB&T was in physical possession of the

note and Deutsche Bank, as trustee, was in construative possession. Thus, this

testimony admitted that AHMSI - Maryland lacked standing to sue at the incepion

of the action.

A ooholder" of a negotiable instrument is defined as "[t]he person in

possessioir of a negotiable instrument that is payable either to bearer or to an

identified person that is the person in possession." Fla. Stat. g671.201(21)(a).2

The key term in this definition is "possession" which is not defined in either

Florida law or the Uniform Commercial Code. "Possesgion" is therefore a fungible

2 In addition to a'oholder" two other "persons" are entitled to enforce a negotiable
instrument: (l) a non-holder in possession of the instrument with the rights of a
holder;' ail (2) a person not in possession of the instrument who is entitled to
enforce the instrument pursuant to Fla. Stat. 99673.3091 or 673.41g1(4). Fla. Stat.
$673.3011(2) and (3). However, since AHMSI - Maryland claimed to be the
o'holder" ofthe note al trial, $673.301 1(2) and (3) need not be discussed here.
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term which does not necessarily imply physical custody of the instrument. Rather,

it requires that the instrument was "negotiated" to the parfy claiming the right to

enforce it.

"Negotiation" of a "bearer instrumenf' (i.e. a negotiable promissory note

endorsed in blank) occurs when there is a "transfer" of possession. Fla. Stat.

5673.2011(2). A "transfer" occurs when the instrument is "delivered" to a person

for the purpose of giving to the person receiving delivery the right to enforce the

instrument. Fla. Stat. $673.2031(1). Florida law clearly recognizes "constructive

delivery" as a sufficient form of delivery even where there is no physical delivery

of the instrument itself. See e.g. Lawyers Title Insurance Company, Inc. v.

Novastar Mortgage, 1nc.,862 So. 2d793,798 (Fla. 4th DCA 2003).

Possession of the original note at the inception of a foreclosure action is a

critical component under McLean v. JP Morgan Chase, 79 So. 3d 170 (Fla. 4th

DCA20|2), the decision which the trial court relied upon when ruling on AHMSI

- Maryland's standing to sue. There, the Fourth District ruled that it in a mortgage

foreclosure action "the plaintiff must prove that it had standing to foreclose

when the complaint was filed." Id. at 173. Emphasis added. This holding

follows longstanding Florida law that standing must occur at the inception of the

action. See e.g. Country Place Cmty. Ass'n v. J.P. Morgan Mortg. Acquisition

Corp., 51 So.3d 1176, 1179 (Fla.2dDCA 2010) (,.Because J.P. Morgan did not
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own or possess the note and mortgage when it filed its lawsuit, it lacked standing

to maintain the foreclosure action."); Progressive Exp. Ins. Co. v. McGrath Cmty.

Chiropractic, 93 So. 2d 1281, 1,286 (Fla. 2d DCA 2005) (holding that standing is

determined at the time the lawsuit is filed). McLean has also been favorably cited

by several courts since its release. See e.g. Rigby v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.,84

So. 3d 1195 (Fla. 4th DCA 2012); Hall v. Reo Asset Acquisitions, LLC,84 So. 3d

388 (Fla. 4thDCA20t2),

Kearse's testimony was unambiguous about what happened to the note and

mortgage after its closing. First, "the loan was sold to an investor." lT. 23 at l0-

1ll. Kearse had previously identified that investor as Deutsche Bank [T. 19 at 8],

and later clarified that Deutsche Bank was acting as trustee for a securitized trust

[T. 86 at 2l-24]. After the loan was sold to Deutsche Bank, ,,the documents were

sent to Deutsche Bank - or their custodian, BB&T, and they kept with BB&T from

June I't [, 2005] through the time the documents were sent to our counsel, and

those documents were requested by - were requested from BB&T to be sent to

counsel on...April 6n,2009.' IT.23 at 12-1g].

Thus, the entity that was in "physical" possession of the note was BB&T,

and the entity which was in "constructive" possession of the note was Deutsche

Bank. while it is theoretically possible for either BB&T or Deutsche Bank to be

the holder of the.note, viewing the evidence in best light to AIIMSI - Maryland,
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Deutsche Bank should be considered the holder at the inception of the action. This

is because, as Kearse's testimony made clear, the rights and obligations under the

note and mortgage were delivered from the originating lender to Deutsche Bank

with the intention of giving Deutsche Bank the right to enforce the instruments

immediately after the loan closed.

What rights, if any, AHMSI - Maryland under the note and mortgage are

less clear. Kearse testified that AIIMSI - Maryland was merely the "servicer" of

the note and mortgage. [T. 25 at 19-231. When given the opportunity to explain

what "seryicing" entails, Kearse testified that she was "not sure." [T. 3l at l3].

This testimony contradicts the non-party AHMSI - Delaware's assertion in its

initial brief that Kearse's testimony undisputedly established that the original note

and mortgage were maintained on behalf of AHMSI - Maryland through Deutsche

Bank's custodian BB&T.3 If anything, Kearse's testimony established that BB&T,

as custodian, "maintained" the note on behalf of Deutsche Bank. [T. 20 at l-6].

Additionally, non-party AHMSI - Delaware's argument that the original

lender "assigned" the note and mortgage through an assignment of mortgage

should be summarily disregarded because the assignment was never introduced

into evidence. In fact, AHMSI - Maryland did not even produce a certified copy

3-t.' I hrs argument appears on page nine (9) ofthe initial brief. It should be noted that
the non-party AHMSI - Delaware failed to cite a record transcript for this factual
assertion in its brief.
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of this alleged assignment which the trial court could take into evidence. lT.82 at

14-151. Because the assignment was never introduced at trial, it cannot be

considered by this Court on appeal. See Brandv. Florida Power Corp.,633 So.2d

504,514 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994) ("It is obvious that matters not presented in evidence

during trial cannot be considered for the fust time on appeal."); Thornber v. City of

Fort Walton Beach,534 5o.2d754,755 (Fla, lst DCA 1988) ("It is axiomatic that

appellate review is confined to the record on appeal. . . . An appellate court will not

consider evidence that was not presented to the lower tribunal because the function

of an appellate court is to determine whether the lower tribunal committed error

based on the issues and evidence before it."). Additionally, because this

assignment occurred outside the record, it is appropriate for the Court to

strike reference to it. Ullah v. state, 679 so. 2d 1242, 1244 (Fla.lst DCAlgg6)

("It is elemental that an appellate court may not consider matters outside the

record, and when a party refers to such matters in its brief, it is proper for the court

to strike same.")

Thus, Kearse's testimony admitted that, at the time the lawsuit was filed,

BB&T held physical possession of the note, Deutsche Bank held constructive

possession, and AHMSI - Maryland was a "servicer" although she was ,.not sure"

what servicing entailed. By clearly admitted that AIIMSI - Maryland was never in

possession of the note at the inception of the actiono Kearse admiued that AHMSI
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- Maryland was not the holder of the note. The trial court therefore properly

applied Mclean and its progeny and its dismissal should be affirmed.

B. AIIMSI - Maryland presented no admissible evidence that the
trustee of the securitized trust it claimed owned the note and
mortgage ratified its act of foreclosing.

Kearse's testimony at trial was clear that the owner and holder of the note

and mortgage was Deutsche Bank [T. 19 at 8], that Deutsche Bank was acting as

trustee for a securitized pool of mortgages [T. 86 at 2l-24], and that AHMSI -
Maryland brought this action on behalf of Deutsche Bank as "servicer" (even

though this claim was raised for the first time at trial) [T. 25 af 19-231. Taking this

testimony in best light to AHMSI - Maryland, Kearse's statements established: (1)

the underlying action was a "securitization" case; and (2) as seryicer, AHMSI -
Maryland was not the real party in interest.

Additionally, the only evidence AHMSI - Maryland presented that it was

authorized to sue on the trust's behalf was nothing more than its own self-serving

statements. However, since Florida law is clear that AHMSI - Maryland was

required to prove, through some evidence other than its own allegations, that it

was authorized to sue on Deutsche Bank's behalf, the trial court properly dismissed

the action for lack of standing.

Established Florida case law required AHMSI - Maryland
to present admissible evidence of its authority to sue as
agent.

I
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Accepting Kearse's testimony as true, Deutsche Bank, as trustee, was the

real party in interest and AHMSI - Maraland oould only foreclose as

agenVservicer if Deutsche Bank ratified or j oined in its action. The question, then,

tums to what burden of proof AHMSI - Maryland was required to present at trial

in order to establish this. This burden was recently addressed by the Fourth

District Court of Appeal in a decision which is squarely on point with the facts of

this case.

In Elston/Leetsdale, LLC v. CWCapital Asset Management, LLC,37 Fla. L.

Weekly D785b (Fla, 4th DCA 2012), CW a servicer of a note and mortgage

executed by Elston, sued Elston for foreclosure even though the mortgage and note

were owned by a "securitized trust." Id. CW then moved for, and was granted, an

order to show cause why full payments should not be made during the pendency of

the action. 1d. Elston thereafter appealed, arguing that the "trial court erred by

ordering it to make payments to CW because CW failed to properly allege

standing." 1d.

On appeal, the Fourth District agreed with Elston and reversed the trial

court's order. The coun began with the premise that "[dn securitization cases, a

servicer may be considered a party in interest to legal action as long as the

trustee joins or ratifies its action." Id. Bold emphasis added. Noting that cw

relied on nothing more than its own allegations and sworn statements in support of
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its contention that it could sue on behalf of the trust, the Fourth District concluded

that same was "insufficient evidence to prove that it is authorized to sue on the

trust's behalf." 1d.

Accepting Kearse's testimony as true, the following facts are undisputed: (1)

this was a securitization case [T. 86 at 21-24]; (2) Deutsche Bank, as trustee, was

the owner of the note and mortgage T. 19 at 8l; and (3) AHMSI - Maryland

initiated this action as "servicer" on behalf of Deutsche Bank [T. 25 at 19-23).

These facts are identical to the facts presented in Elston. Moreover, AHMSI -
Maryland relied at the trial on nothing other than its own allegations and swom

, statements in support of its argument that it had standing to sue on Deutsche

Bank's behalf. This, as the Fourth District in Elston held, was insufficient

evidence to support its argument. Indeed, it is undisputed that: (1) AHMSI -
Maryland never elicited testimony from Deutsche Bank which would have proven

that the trustee had authorized AHMSI - Maryland to sue in the its name; (2)

testimony regarding the contents of the PSA was properly excluded evidence [T.

85 at17-23: T.88 at 13-25 and T.89 at l-4;T.90 at5-81;and(3)thePOAwas

never introduced and testimony regarding its contents were properly excluded. [T.

6l at 8-141.

In fact, a case cited prominently in non-party AHMSI - Delaware's initial

brief on the merits actually provides abundant support for the trial court's
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dismissal. It Kumar Corp. v. Nopal Lines, Ltd.,462 So. 2d llTg (Fla. 3d DCA

1985), Kumar sued Nopal to recover damages for the loss of certain cargo. Id. at

1180. Nopal argued that under an applicable Florida statute, .,the risk ofloss or

damage to the goods passed to Nava, the buyer, and that, therefore, since Kumar

could not have suffered the loss, it had no standing to sue." 1d at 1181. While

Kumar conceded that Nopal's argument regarding damages was technically

correct, it contended that it brought suit on Navaos behalf and filed two a{fidavits

signed by Nava that ratified and endorsed Kumar,s actions. Id. at llSl-82.

The trial court rejected Kumar's arguments and granted summary judgment in

favor of Nopal contending that since the risk of loss had passed to Nava, Kumar

had no standing to bring the claim. Id. at 1182.

On appeal the Third District reversed, holding that .oKumar, by virtue of

having bome the loss in Nava's stead, had standing to sue...as Nava's agent, its

action having been later ratified by Nava." 1d. (Bold emphasis added). The

Kumar court explained that standing is either having, or representing one who has,

a "sufficient stake in an otherwise justiciable controversy to obtain judicial

resolution of that controversy." Id. Additionally, the court reasoned that because

Fla. R. civ. P. 1.210(a) permits an action to be prosecuted in the name of someone

other than, but acting for, the real party in interest, "where a plaintiff is either the

real party in interest or maintaining the action on behalf of the real party in interest,
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its action cannot be terminated on that ground that it lacks standing." Id. at 1,183.

Thus, the Court concluded, "Navats aflidavits unequivocally show that Nava

ratified and endorsed Kumarts action in bringing suit on Nava's behalf." Id.

at 1185. Emphasis added.

An additional case cited by the Fourth District in Elston also underscores

AHMSI - Maryland's responsibility to present evidence other than its own

allegations and statements that Deutsche Bank had ratified or joined in its actions.

In Juega v. Davidson, 8 So. 3d 488 (Fla. 3d DCA 2009), the Third District

reversed an order of dismissal for lack of standing because it found that the

plaintiff was an agent who had been granted full authority to act for the real party

in interest. Id. aI 488. However, in Juegra, the real party in interest filed an

affidavit averring that the plaintiff was pursuing the litigation on its behalf and

ratified all actions taken by the plaintiff since the inception ofthe action. 1d. at

489. on the basis of this affidavit, the Third District held that "the facts...establish

that the agent, Juegra, has standing."

At the trial below, AHMSI - Maryland faited to procwe even a scintilla of

admissible evidence Deutsche Bank had ratified its action of bringing suit on the

trust's behalf. Since the evidence presented at trial thus places this case squarely

on point with Elston, the trial court's involuntary dismissal of AHMSI -
Maryland's action should be affirmed.
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ll. Assuming this Court accepts that the action was dismissed
solely because AIIMSI - Maryland was not the "ownertt of
the note and mortgage, the tipsy-coachman doctrine
permits this Court to affirm the trial court's dismissal.

Non-party AHMSI - Delaware attempts to limit the issue on appeal and to

narowly frame the question presented to whether the trial court erred by

dismissing the action because AHMSI - Maryland was not the 'oowner" of the note

and mortgage. This, however, is a distortion of the record and what transpired at

hial. The trial court's dismissal, which occurred without the benefit of Elston as

that decision was not decided two weeks after the trial below occurred, was

predicated on AHMSI - Maryland pleading in both the original complaint [R. l].

and its amended pleading [R. 123] that it was prosecuting this action in its own

name. Both of these complaints were later certified by a swom statement made by

AHMSI - Maryland in its affidavit in support of its motion for summary judgment.

[R. 230]. Consequently, the dismissal occurred because the evidence presented to

the trial court failed to established who the owner and holder of the debt was and

that therefore AHMSI - Maryland had failed to establish through testimony and

evidence presented that it had standing to sue. [T. 98 at 24-25and T. 99 at l-4].

Nevertheless, assuming, arguendo,that this Court interprets the trial court,s

dismissal solely on the grounds that AHMSI - Maryland was not the owner of the

note and mortgage, the dismissal should still be affirmed pursuant to the tipsy

coachman doctrine. Under this longstanding principle of appellate law, an
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appellate court is allowed to affirm a trial court that "reaches the right reiult, but

for the wrong reasons" so long as "there is any basis which would support the

judgment in the record." Dade County School Board v. Radio Station WQBA,73l

So, 2d 638, 644-45 (Fla.1999).

Here, the trial court was absolutely correct in dismissing AHMSI -
Maryland's action for lack of standing where: (l) it admitted that the note and

mortgage had been securitized; (2) it admitted that it was prosecuting the action

solely as "seryiceC' on behalf of the trust; and (3) it was unable to procure any

evidence other than its own sworn statements and allegations that Deutsche Bank

had authorized it to sue in the trust's name. Under the Elston o'servicer" analysis

(as well as the holdings of Kumar and, Juegra), this was the correct application of

the law to the facts ofthe case.

Therefore, assuming this Court accepts non-party AHMSI - Delaware's

argument that the dismissal was based solely because AHMSI - Maryland was not

the owner of the note and mortgage, there is an absolute clear basis in both the

record as well as controlling law which would allow this Court to affirm the

dismissal

il. THE TRIAL COT]RT DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN
SUSTAINING TIIE OBJECTIONS TO KEARSE'S TESTIMONY

In its initial briefl AHMSI - Delaware, the non-party below, argues that the

trial court somehow failed to 'oproperly credit" Kearse's testimony. However,
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since Kearse's testimony regarding how AHMSI - Maryland was authorized to sue

on Deutsche Bank's behalf was predicated upon the inadmissible (and never-

introduced) PSA and the inadmissible (and also never-introduced) POA, there was

no testimony which the trial court could "credit." Moreover, since this argument

relates to the trial court's ruling on the admissibility of evidence, the argument

must be viewed under the abuse of discretion standard . Blanco v. State,452 So.2d

520, 523 (Fla. 198a) (providing that "[a] trial judge's ruling on the admissibility of

evidence will not be disturbed absent an abuse of discretion.")

As an initial matter, because Kearse testified that she had absolutely no

personal knowledge whatsoever of AHMSI - Maryland [T. 14 at 23-25 andT. 1.5

at 1] or its business activities [T. 15 at 15-19], Kearse was incompetent to testi$r as

to whether AHMSI - Maryland had standing to sue at the inception. See e.g.

Florida State Section 90.604 (providing that ',a witness may not testifr to a matter

unless evidence is introduced which is sufficient to support a finding that the

witness has personal knowledge of the matter.') AHMSI - Maryland therefore

need to properly authenticate both the PSA and the POA as well as provide some

hearsay exception for both in order for these documents to be admitted into

evidence. It did neither.

The PSA was properly excluded by the trial court on best evidence and

hearsay grounds. In particularo because the PSA was a writing, and because the
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content of the writing were at issue, AHMSI - Maryland was required to introduce

either the original or a copy of the PSA itself under the best evidence rule.

Additionally, testimony regarding the contents of the PSA under the ,,business

records" exception to the hearsay rule since the record itself was not introduced.

For its part, AHMSI - Maryland never moved to have the POA introduced

into evidence which means this document, like the PSA and the alleged assignment

of mortgage, is not a part of the record which this Court may review. See Brand, et

al.; supra. Additionally, because the POA, like the PSA, was never introduced into

evidence, the fial court rightly sustained Ms. Bednarek's objections to testimony

regarding the contents of that document.

Since the foundation of Kearse's testimony regarding AHMSI - Maryland,s

authority to sue on behalf of Deutsche Bank was grounded in the contents of the

documents never made it into evidence, there was no testimony regarding standing

which the trial court could properly credit to Kearse.

A. The PSA was properly excluded on best evidence and hearsay
grounds.

As a basis for her testimony that AHMSI - Maryland had been authorized to

sue on Deutsche Bank's behalf, Kearse made oral reference to the pSA. [T. 56 at

23-251- Because the PSA was a written document, Ms. Bednarek objected several

times to this testimony on best evidence and hearsay grounds. lT. 57 at 5-9; T. g5

at 17- 23; T. 90 at 5-81. This objection was rightfully sustained.
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Florida Statute Section90.952, the so-called "best evidence" rule, provides

that when the contents of a writing are being proven, the original must be offered

unless a statutory excuse for lack of an original exists. Additionally, where a

witness testifies about the contents of a writing, the witress is attempting to prove

the contents of that writing and the best evidence applies. See e.g. Williams v.

state, 386 So. 2d 53 8, 540 (Fla. 1980) (holding that when prosecution attempted to

prove the names a witness had written on a piece of paper, the testimony of the

witress conceming what she wrote was inadmissible and that the paper was

necessary); Sun Bank ofSt. Lucie County v. Oliver,403 So. 2d 583 (Fla. 4th DCA

l98l) (holding that a bookeeper's testimony regarding contents of a company's

deposit slips, books, and records violated the best evidence rule).

At the trial below, Kearse attempted to testifu as to the contents of a writing,

i.e. that the PSA authorized AHMSI - Maryland to sue on behalf of Deutsche

Bank. tT. 56 at23-251. However, AHMSI - Maryland did not never produced the

original PSA or even a copy of this writing. Therefore, the trial court properly

excluded Kearse's testimony regarding what was allegedly contained in the writing

onbest evidence grounds. [T. 90 at 5-8].

Additionally, the Court properly excluded reference to the contents of the

PSA on hearsay grounds. [T. 89 at 2-4]. Hearsay, as any lawyer leams in her first

year in law school, is an out-of-court statement by someone other than the
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declarant offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted. ,see Fla. Stat.

$90.801(2Xc). A written assertion constitutes a "statement', for purposes of the

rule. Fla. Stat. 990.801(1)(a)(1). Finally, hearsay statements are inadmissible

except as provided by statute. Fla. Stat. $90.802.4

Because the contents of the PSA were an out-of-court assertion made by

someone other than Kearse offered by Kearse to prove the truth of the matter

asserted, the PSA was a classic example of hearsay. When AHMSI - Maryland

could point to no exception to the hearsay rule, the PSA's contents were rightly

excluded.

B. The POA was never introduced and testimony regarding its
contents was properly excluded.

Testimony regarding the contents of the POA was also properly excluded

because the PoA was never introduced into evidence, which is made clear by the

record on appeal. Therefore, and as an initial matter, testimony regarding the poA

should be summarily disregarded by this court and any reference to it should be

stricken.

o while the non-party AHMSI - Delaware may argue that the pSA was admissible
under the "business records" exception to the hearsay rule, this is fundamentally
incorrect because testimony regarding a business record is inadmissible unless and
until the record is adrnitted into evidence. ,see Argument rr(B), infra. The purpose
for requiring the business record to be introduced prior to a witress's testimony
regarding its contents is to ensure that the witness does not give secretive
testimony that would not be subject to the test of its credibility by 

"ros-examination. Put another way, Kearse's testimony could nevei have been
impeached by the PSA itself because the pSA was never produced.
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Indeed, Kearse made reference to several "prior" powers of attomey which

she also failed to produce lr. 6l at 4-71. In any event, Kearse's testimony

regarding the alleged contents of these non-admitted writings, wherein she alleged

that these documents allowed AHMSI - Maryland to foreclose in Deutsche Bank's

name' was properly excluded by the trial court upon Ms. Bednarek's objection [T.

61 at 8-141.

Non-party AHMSI - Delaware asserts on appeal that the trial court should

have given great weight to Kearse's testimony regarding the contents of the poA

and the PSA. Indeed, the non-party seems to argue that these statements should

have been considered under the "business records" exception to the hearsay rule,

citing Glarum v. Lasalle Bqnk National Association,S3 so. 3d 780 (FIa. 4th DCA

2011). The non-party misunderstands the exception.

While a business record may be admissible under Fla. Stat. g90.g03(6),

testimony describing the contents of the record is inadmissible unless the record

has previously been introduced under the business records exception rule. see

Richardson v. state, g75 So. 2d 673, 677 (Fra. lst DCA 2004) (holding that

testimony by an employee, who did not have personar knowredge of the facts

recorded, conceming the contents ofa business record which had not been entered

into evidence was hearsay); Bolin v. state,736 So. 2d 1160, 1167 era. 1999)

(providing that o'oral testimony conceming business records is not admissible
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under [section 90.803(6)]"); Cullimore v. Barnett Bank of Jacksonville, 386 So. 2d

894, 895 (Fla. 1st DCA I 980) (holding that oral testimony conceming the contents

ofbusiness records is not admissible unless the record has first been admitted).

Therefore, even if Kearse could have laid the foundation for admission of

the POA and the PSA as a business record, (which she could not), testimony

regarding the contents of these records was inadmissible unless the documents had

first been entered. Since the POA and the PSA was not admitted into evidence,

there wds no abuse of discretion in sustaining Ms. Bednarek's objections to

Kearse's testimony regarding the contents of this document.

C. Without introduction of the PSA and POA, Kearse provided no
testimony regarding standing the trial court could ,.credit.?'

While difficult to read, it appears that the non party AHMSI - Delawareos

argument that the trial failed to "properly credit" Kearse's testimony is grounded in

Kearse's reference to the contents of the pSA and the poA.5 However, since the

trial court rightfully excluded Kearse's testimony regarding the alleged contents of

both documents since AHMSI - Maryland failed to properly introduce them,

Kearse offered no testimony regarding standing that the trial court could ,,credit.,'

5 Specifically, page eleven (11) through twelve (12) ofthe non-parry's initial brief
provides that *[AHMSI - Maryland] became the servicer through tiie pooling and
servicing agreement of a trust, where the loan was contained. bn July 2L,2009,
Deutsche Bank signed a power of attomey in favor of [the non-pafit] giving it
authority to pursue legal remedy. Thus, [the non-party] cao ihow standing
through their unbroken chain of title." Emphasis added and citations omitted.
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Most incredulously, non-party AHMSI - Delaware does not even

challenge the trial courtts evidentiary rulings on appeal. Therefore, the non-

party asks this Court to reverse and remand a decision of the lower court without

properly challenging the very basis for the lower court's determination. Since the

non-party did not argue in its initial briefthat the trial court abused its discretion in

excluding the POA and PSA from evidence, this argument must be deemed

abandoned, See e.g. State v. Mitchell, Tlg So.2d 1245,1247 (Fla. lst DCA l99g)

(finding that issues raised in appellate brief which contain no argument are deemed

abandoned), review denied,729 5o.2d393 (Fla. 1999).

Consequenily, the trial court's dismissal should be affirmed.

ilI. THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCERTION WHEN
IT DENIED AIIMSI- MARYLAND'S MOTION TO AMENI)

There was also no abuse of discretion in the trial court,s denial of AHMSI -
Maryland's motion to amend to "conform" its pleadings to the.,evidence" it

allegedly presented for several reasons.

First, by waiting until hours into the trial of an action which had been

pending for over four-and-a-half years, AHMSI - Maryland clearly abused the

privilege of amending.

Second, because both the PSA and pOA were rightly excluded from

admission for the reasons cited in Argument rr, supra, there was no .oevidence',

which AHMSI - Maryland could.,conform" its amended complaint to.
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Finally, because AHMSI - Maryland's desired amendment changed the

basic issues of the action and materially varied the originally asserted grounds for

relie{ it constituted a material amendment that clearly prejudiced Ms. Bednarek.

When AHMSI - Maryland was unable to present a legally cognizant axgument

rebutting Ms. Bednarek's claim to prejudice, the trial court properly denied its

motion,

The proper denial of the motion to amend could mean that only one result

could be achieved: involuntary dismissal of the action foi failure of AHMSI -
Maryland to materially support the allegations of its amended complaint. Stated

differently, viewing the evidence presented at trial in the best light to AHMSI -
Maryland, no reasonable fact-finder would render a judgment in its name based on

the allegations as pled.

A. AHMSI - Maryland abused its privilege to amend by waiting
until hours into the trial of a four-and-a-half year old case to
request the amendment.

As a threshold matter, trying the action below under a.,serviceC'theory was

never consented to, either explicitly or implicitly, by Ms. Bednarek which would

permit an amendment to conform to the evidence under Fla. R. civ. p. 1 .190(b). In

fact, Ms. Bednarek's counsel explicitly stated that, ..We are not trying this

servicer dynamic by consent." [T. 65 at 5-6]. Emphasis added.
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AHMSI - Maryland therefore had to show, amongst other things, that it had

not abused the privilege of amending before the trial court could permit it to

amend. See New River Yachting Center, Inc. v. Bacchiocchi,40T So. 2d 607, 609

(Fla. 4th DCA 1982) (providing, in pertinent pafi,rhat o,fl]eave to amend should

not be denied unless the privilege has been abused.") Additionally, while

"amendments to conform with the evidence should be freely granted by the trial

court...[t]his liberality in granting leave to amehd diminishes as the case

progresses to trial." Lasar Mfg. Co., Inc. v. Bachanov,436 So. 2d236,237-38

(Fla. 3d DCA 1983). Emphasis added.

At trial, AHMSI - Maryland attempted to argue that it had ,.always been

consistent...that Deutsche Bank has been the investor all along." [T. 80 at l-3].

This, however, was a complete misstatement in light of the fact that AHMSI -
Maryland pled it was the owner and holder of the note and mortgage in both the

initial complaint [R. 1] and the amended complaint [R. 123]; filed a swom

statement under penalty of perjury that it was the owner and holder of the note and

mortgage [R. 230]; and did not even mention Deutsche Bank until Kearse took

the stand four-and-a-half years after AHMSI - Maryland filed this action.

The trial judge, obviously keenly aware of the controlling case law regarding

amendments to conform to the evidence, rightfully denied AHMSI - Maryland's

motion to amend since it clearly abused the privilege of amending.
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B. Because the PSA and POA were properly excluded, there was no
"evidence" which AHMSI - Maryland could ,,conformot to.

Rule 1.190(b) authorizes amendments in two circumstances: (1) when issues

not raised by the pleadings are tried by express or implied consent; and (2) ifthe

evidence presented at trial is not within the issues made by the pleadings. SeeFla.

R. Civ. P. 1.190(b); Food Fair Stores of Florida, Inc. v. Sommer,l l l So, 2d.743,

745 (Fla. 3d DCA 1959) (discussing amendments to conform under the

predecessor to Rule 1.190(b). As previously mentioned, Ms. Bednarek explicitly

did not consent to trying the "seryicer" issue. [T. 65 at 5-6]. Therefore, AHMSI -
Maryland was required to present evidence at trial which was not within the issues

raised by the pleadings.

This, however, AHMSI - Maryland did not do. The contents of both the

PSA and the PoA which it claimed granted it the right to foreclose on behalf of

Deutsche Bank were properly excluded from evidence by the trial judge. without

admission of these documents, there was simply no .,evidence,' which AHMSI -
Maryland could "conform" its pleading to.

C. The material amendment made at trial clearly prejudiced Ms.
Bednarek

By: (1) waiting until the day of trial of the trial to announce for the first time

that it was prosecuting the underlying action as agent of Deutsche Bank; and (2)

refusing to provide any of the requested discovery to Ms, Bednarek which would
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have revealed this claim years before the trial began, Ms. Bednarek was unduly

prejudiced by the motion to amend.

A case cited by the non-party AHMSI - Delaware in its initial brief provides

ample authority for the trial court's decision to deny AHMSI * Maryland's motion

to amend. In Frenz Enterprises, Inc. v. Port Everglades, T46 So. Zd 498,504 (Fla.

4th DCA 1999) the Fourth District held that "[w]here a proposed amendment

would change the basic issue in the case or materially vary the originally asserted

grounds for relief, rule 1.190(b) need not be liberally construed.,' To be sure,

an amendment [of the complaint at the end of plaintiffs evidence to
conform to the evidence presented] is one that calls for the exercise of
a trial court's careful discretion in order that the defendant may not
be surprised by the introduction of issues by evidence for which
he has not been able to prepare.

Bachanov,436 So. at 238. Emphasis added.

By asserting for the first time at trial that it was prosecuting the underlying

action as agent for Deutsche Bank, AHMSI - Maryland's proposed amendment

changed the basic issue in the case. Ms. Bednarek was clearly surprised by this

change. This surprise was highlighted by her argument that she had sought

discovery on the servicer issue years before and AHMSI - Maryland, playing a

game of "hide the ball," responded that no such discovery existed. [T.96 at 4-14].

Additionally, AHMSI - Maryland did not list either the pSA or the poA on its

exhibit list as exhibits it intended to introduce at triaI. tR. 3061.
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AHMSI - Maryland's counsel was also unable to provide any legal

cognizable reason why Ms. Bednarek was not prejudiced by the proposed

amendment. Rather, its counsel argued below, as the non-party AHMSI -
Delaware argues on appeal, that because Ms. Bednarek was allegedly ,,living rent

free" [T. 93 at22-24], AHMSI - Maryland should be free to skirt over the Florida

Rules of Civil Procedure and controlling case law. This the erudite trial judge

refused to do.

Therefore, because AHMSI - Maryland's proposed amendment materially

changed the basic issue of the case and caused great prejudice to Ms. Bednarek, its

motion to amend was rightfully denied.

D. Without an amendment to its complaint, the only result the trial
court could reach was dismissal of the action.

By rightfully denying the prejudicial motion to amend to conform to

evidence which was never presented, the trial court also correctly dismissed the

action. More exactly, because AHMSI - Maryland was bound by the allegations

of its amended complaint, and because the evidence presented at trial was

insufficient to support the allegation that AHMSI - Maryland was the owner and

holder of the note and mortgage, the only result the trial court could reach was

involuntary dismissal of the action.

As the Florida Supreme court recognized long ago, "[c]itation of authorities

is unnecessary to sustain the rule that parties-litigants are bound by the allegations
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of their pleadings." Carttell v. Kinsey, 87 So. 2d 577, 579 (Fla. 1956). See also

Holub v. Holub,54 So. 3d 585, 587 (Fla. 1st DCA 201 1); City of Detand v. Miller,

608 So.2d 121 (Fla. 5th DCA 1992). Indeed, "[i]t the responsibitity of litigants

to frame the issues by presenting to the trial court proper pleadings drafted in

accordance with the requirements of our Rules of Civil Procedure." Carvell,

87 So. 2d at 579. Emphasis added. If AHMSI - Maryland intended to prosecute

the action as agenl of Deutsche Bank, be it pursuant to the PSA, the POA, or some

other agreement, it had the responsibility to allege this in its original complaint

filed in 2007 especially given the fact that Kearse's testimony established Deutsche

Bank as the real party in interest from the inception of the action. lT.23 at10-181.

When AHMSI - Maryland failed to do this, and when the trial court

correctly denied its motion to amend to conform to the evidence, AHMSI -
Maryland was bound by allegation five (5) of its amended complaint, which pled

that it "own[ed] and [held] the note and subject mortgage.,, tR. 1231. This

allegation, however, was not supported by Kearse's testimony, which stated that

Deutsche Bank owned the note and mortgage and that the holder was either BB&T

(ifone is to go under a theory ofphysical possession ofthe note) or Deutsche Bank

(if one is to go under a theory of constructive possession of the note). [T. 23 at 10-

181.
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Thus, AHMSI - Maryland was unable to present any reasonable evidence

that a fact-finder could legally predicate a judgment in its favor based on the

allegations of the amended complaint. Involuntary dismissal, then, was the only

remedy available to the trial court.

IV. THIS COI]RT LACKS JURISDICITON TO CONSIDER THIS
APPEAL

As a final issue to this appeal, since AHMSI - Delaware was a non-party to

the action below, this Court lacks jurisdiction to consider its arguments.

Kearse's testimony at the trial established that AHMSI - Maryland was the

party who instituted this action. [T. 13 at 24-25 andT. 14 at l-18]. Even more

clear is that AHMSI - Delaware never sought, nor was granted, a motion to

substitute as party-plaintiff or a motion to intervene. Without an order granting

AHMSI - Delaware either right, it remains a stranger to the record and therefore it

lacks standing to appeal the involuntary dismissal entered against AHMSI -
Maryland.

A. AIIMSI - Delaware never sought, nor was granted, a motion to
substitute or motion to intervene.

The Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure are clear that only a party may

invoke the jurisdiction of an appellate court. Fla. R. App. P. 9.020(9)(1) (defrning

appellant as "[a] party who seeks to invoke the appeal jurisdiction of a court.") As

Mr. Trawick explains, "[t]he term parties in civil procedure refers to'the persons
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who are litigants in an action." Trawick, Fla. Prac. and Proc., $4-1 (200a ed.).

@mphasis added).

The definition of the term "party" and the delineation of rights that a"party"

has to institute an appeal are extremely important here because the litigants of this

action are Ms. Bednarek and AHMSI - Maryland. AHMSI - Delaware,

according to Kearse's own testimony, was a non-pa.rty to the action below that

only came into existence after the lawsuit had been instituted. [T. 14 at 5-18].

There are two ways under the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure that a non-

party such as AHMSI - Delaware may be added to a pending action.6 The first is

Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.260. The applicable subsection of that rule provides that

In case ofany transfer ofinterest, the action may be continued by or
against the original party, unless the court upon motion directs the
person to whom the interest is transferred to be substituted in the
action or joined with the original party.

Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.260(c). Emphasis added.

Likewise, Rule 1.230 permits "anyone claiming an interest in pending

litigation" "be permitted to assert a right by intervention." Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.230.

u Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.250(c) also permits the "adding of parties." However, o'Rule

1.250 does not permit all of the parties to be dropped and all new parties added.
This is substitution of parties and is governed by Rule 1.260. Rule 1.250 is the
remedy when too many or too few parties are joined, but not when the wrong paxty
has been sued." Trawick, Fla. Prac. and Proc., $a-10 (200a ed). Thus, Rule
1.250 is inapplicable here.
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As Mr. Trawick pointedly asserts, however, "[r]elief is obtained by motion to

intervene." Trawick, Fla. Prac. and Proc., S4-9 (2004 ed.). Emphasis added.

Consequently, whenever a non-party such as AHMSI - Delaware wishes to

assert a right in a pending litigation through either substitution or intervention, it is

required to file a motion with the trial court. A motion is defined as "[a]n

application to the court for an order" which "shall be made in writing unless

made during a hearing or trial, shall state with particularity the grounds therefor,

and shall set forth the relief or order sought." Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.100(b). Emphasis

added

Accordingly, for AHMSI - Delaware to legally be a party to the action

below, it needed a written motion stated with particularity that it desired to either

substitute as party-plaintiff or intervene as an intervening plaintiff. Since AHMSI

- Delaware never sought nor was granted such a motion, it remains a non-party.

B. Without an order from the trial granting it the right to substitute
as party-plaintiff or intervene, AIIMSI - Delaware has no right to
bring this appeal.

The consequence of the non-paxty AHMSI - Delaware's failure to obtain an

order either substituting it as party-plaintiff or permitting it to intervene is that it

cannot, under appellate rule 9.020(9)(1), invoke the jurisdiction of this Court. This

is because a non-party in the lower tribunal is a "stranger to the record" and,

therefore, lacks standing to appeal an ordered entered by the lower tribunal.



Barnett v. Barnett,705 So. 2d 63, 64 (Fla. 4th DCA 1997) (holding that bank that

failed to intervene "was not a party to the proceeding below," and therefore, ,.has

no standing to appeal the adverse order"); Morrell v. Nat'l Health Investors, Inc.,

876 So. 2d 580, 580-81 (Fla. lst DCA 2004) (dismissing appeal as person filing

appeal oowas not a party to the proceedings below" and, therefore, "cannot

participate in appellate revied'); Penabad v. A.G. Gladstone Assocs.,823 So. 2d

146, 147 (Fla. 3d DCA 2002) (dismissing appeal for lack of standing because

individual frling appeal "was not a party to the underlying motion to dissolve lis

pendens").

Therefore, the non-party AHMSI - Delaware lacks standing to appeal the

involuntary dismissal entered against AHMSI - Maryland and this appeal should

be dismissed.T

t In its response to Ms. Bednarek's initial motion to dismiss this appeal, non-party
AHMSI - Delaware asserted that no order substituting it as party-plaintiff was
required under Rule 1.260(c). This would be true if the appellant in this action was
AI-IMSI - Maryland. However, since the appellant is, by the initial briels own
admission, AHMSI - Delaware, a motion to substitute or intervene was required in
order for AHMSI - Delaware to have the ability to be the named appellant of this
appeal. AHMSI - Delaware's argument therefore is just another example of the
rule-skirting and failure to adhere to established case law that occurred in the trial
court by AHMSI * Maryland. Apparently, the non-party AHMSI - Delaware
believes that it is entitled to overlook the rules and not adhere to stare decisis
because, as it states in the opening sentence of its brieq this is nothing more than
"a simple mortgage foreclosure action."
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons and legal autlrorities set forth herein, it is respectfirlly submitted that

this Honorable Court should dismiss this appeal as AFISMI - Delaware is a non-party to

the proceedings below or, in the altemative, affirm the fial court's involuntary dismissal.
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